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Who We Are

Our Values

The Kuskokwim Corporation (TKC) was formed in 1977
by the merger of 10 Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) village corporations located along the
middle region of the Kuskokwim River. These 10 villages
— Lower Kalskag, Upper Kalskag, Aniak, Chuathbaluk,
Napaimute, Crooked Creek, Red Devil, Georgetown,
Sleetmute and Stony River — combined their cash
resources and land entitlements, allowing TKC to pursue
new opportunities that would benefit shareholders in all
10 communities.

To enhance our land, culture and the lives of
our people.

TKC is a for-profit Alaska Native corporation governed
by ANCSA, TKC’s articles of incorporation, bylaws
and Alaska state laws. The corporation has many
responsibilities to its shareholders as dictated by ANCSA.
In addition, TKC has more than 950,000 acres of land to
manage and 3,346 shareholders, including shareholders
born after the 1971 passage of ANCSA. The 12 members
of TKC’s Board of Directors strategically drive directives
as defined in our corporation’s purpose, vision, core values
and commitments.

Valuing and helping one another, celebrating and sharing
our success — learning through stories and respectful
communication.
Being unified, truthful and worthy of trust.
Being good stewards to provide for our future generations.
Working hard to create results that benefit our
shareholders. We will support our shareholders through
scholarships, education and training opportunities,
dividends and employment.
We will develop successful businesses in and out
of our region.
We will responsibly manage our land for both modern
and traditional uses.
We will strengthen ties with our shareholders.
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Message from the President & CEO
Maver Carey

Our Past Brings Value for Our Future
While 2013 was a challenging year financially, we are already
well on our way to profitability for 2014. The Kuskokwim
Corporation’s (TKC’s) management team and board of
directors are focusing on sustainable growth and sustainable
profitability. In 2013 we experienced a drop in revenue from
$57.0M (2012) to $36.6M. TKC also experienced a net loss
for 2013 of $3.7M. This was primarily the result of a sluggish
economy and reduced federal spending. Despite this, our
balance sheet remains strong and we are projecting 2014
revenue to be at $62.4M with $2.0M in net income.
In the last year, we have spent many days working with our
board on TKC’s strategic and legacy planning. Our key goals
for the next several years encompass shareholders, business
success, land and resource development. Our long term
goals include regional economic development and fostering
shareholder skills that tie to future companies which will serve
the region.
Over the past several years, TKC has been negotiating a
surface use agreement with Donlin Gold, LLC. This potential
mine could become one of the largest gold mines in the world
and would change development within our region. We have
been careful and strategic in our negotiations for the use
of our surface lands. We want to maximize the value of our
land for our shareholders, take the lead to ensure lands are
preserved, and assist with land development for economic
growth in the region. This continues to be a major focus as we
expect to sign the surface use agreement in 2014.

Growing TKC’s businesses base has remained a top priority.
We have focused on restoring profitability for some of our
existing subsidiaries, growing those that remained profitable
in 2013 and developing new business opportunities for the
future. A diverse revenue stream that ensures year over year
dividend growth is a key goal for your corporation.
To insure consistent dividends through economic fluctuations,
TKC’s Board of Directors established and funded a permanent
dividend fund in 2011. As you can see from the dividend chart,
TKC has paid over $12.6M in dividends to shareholders since
inception. The 2014 dividend, in the amount of $3.35 per
share, will take the amount close to $14M.
We continue to project consistent and increased dividends
while continuing enrollment of our descendants. The number
of shareholders has more than tripled in size since we began
enrolling descendants in 1994. As of April 15, 2014, we
have 3,492 shareholders and we expect to have over 5,000
shareholders by the year 2025.
We are also happy to report on a new dividend which will be
given to TKC’s elders this year. This dividend will be $325.00
per elder over the age of 65. We anticipate mailing the elders
dividend in June.
2014 will be a successful year filled with new development and
opportunities for TKC. As your President and CEO, I look
forward to the continued growth of TKC.

Maver Carey, President & CEO
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Shareholders

Lands

Our Vision
TKC will achieve sustainable
growth while protecting its
lands and responsibly balancing
the needs of all its stakeholders.

Business Success
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Message from the Chairman
Dunia Morgan

The Key to Our Success Is Strategic Planning
It is our privilege to report on your ANCSA village
corporation and its activities in 2013. TKC experienced
growth and improvements in several areas, while continuing
to work through challenges brought on by the slow economy
and legal issues that carried over from 2012.
Many of the changes implemented as part of TKC’s
diversification strategy are showing promising results. Our
subsidiaries were successful in winning new competitive
federal and non-federal contracts that will generate revenue in
2014 and beyond.
We are pleased to be able to offer a new dividend distribution
for elders aged 65 and older thanks to the dividend program
policy adopted by the board of directors in 2011 to safeguard
us against unprofitable years. This stabilization is reflected
in the continued rise in the dividend distribution to our
shareholders. You will also note the increase in door prizes
for the annual meeting, an incentive intended to expand
shareholder opportunity to win while ensuring we meet the
quota for quorum.

We continue to pursue the completion of our obligations to
the 14(c)(3) programs in our region. We are making steady
progress towards this goal.
The key to our success is strategic planning. Your board
of directors and management team worked together and
completed a long-term strategic plan for the Corporation.
This plan is focused not only on the opportunities we foresee
in the next year or two, but also on the legacy we will leave for
our shareholders’ children and grandchildren.
Quyanna for your time and support! We look forward to
seeing you and answering any questions or concerns that you
may have at the Annual Shareholder’s Meeting. If you are
unable to attend, please fill out the comment/question card
that is provided in your proxy packet.
On behalf of your board of directors, God bless and well
wishes for the days ahead. May the subsistence fishing,
hunting and gathering season be sufficient for everyone
engaging in these activities.
Sincerely,

Dunia Morgan, Chairman
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Shareholder equity

Dividends paid out
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TKC has distributed more than $12.6M in dividends to shareholders since inception
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Board of Directors

Top row, left to right: Dunia Morgan (Chairman), Marce Simeon (Vice Chairman), Angela Morgan (Secretary/Treasurer), Carl Morgan, Kathleen
Hoffman, Jeff Nelson, David Gregory, Kimberly Gregory, Robert Aloysius, Lorraine Egnaty, Wassilie Kameroff, Nastasia Levi

Our Committees
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

LAND COMMITTEE

Functions of the Executive Committee include
monitoring and recommending changes to TKC’s
stock and bond portfolio, retaining the services
of an investment brokerage firm and reviewing
all issues that come before the committee.

Functions of the Land Committee include reviewing in
detail 14(c)(3), ensuring TKC has sound land policies
governing corporation land use, executing transactions
involving TKC lands per limits of board policy and
reviewing all land uses that come before the committee.

Dunia Morgan, Chairman
Marce Simeon, Vice Chairman
Angela Morgan, Secretary/Treasurer
Jeff Nelson
Carl Morgan

Jeff Nelson, Chairman
Lorraine Egnaty
David Gregory
Nastasia Levi
Carl Morgan

Our Staff

Top row, left to right: Maver Carey (President/CEO, TKC), Sam Boyle (President/CEO Tumeq, LLC), Bill Humphries (President, Suulutaaq, Inc.), Race
McCleery (CFO, Tumeq, LLC), Katie Dodson (Controller), Neil Rodriguez ( Land and Resource Manager) Middle row, left to right: Desiree Gill (HR/Payroll
Manager), Cheryl McKay (Legal Counsel), Nichola Ruedy (Director of ANVCA), Rachel Chamberlain (Natural Resource Specialist), Winona Beesing
(Shareholders Relations Supervisor), Sally Hoffman (KEF Coordinator) Bottom row, left to right: Cheryl Tanner (Accountant), Sarah Gallt (Shareholder
Relations Assistant), Amanda Sagmoen (Executive Administrator), Maribel Bobby (Accounting Assistant), Liz Pinnell (Assistant Project Coordinator)

AUDIT COMMITTEE

PROXY/CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Functions of the Audit Committee include
providing oversight of TKC’s internal
control structure and auditing sound
workplace practices and performance.

Functions of the Proxy/Credentials Committee
include certifying candidates running for
election to the TKC board of directors and
reviewing and ruling on any challenged
or questioned proxies received prior to
the annual shareholders’ meeting.

Functions of the Governance Committee
include recommending policies and
procedures to provide for effective and efficient
governance of the corporation, assessing
and recommending authority levels of
committees, and reviewing and recommending
articles, bylaws and board policies.

Angela Morgan, Chairman
Marce Simeon
Lorraine Egnaty

Angela Morgan, Chairman
Kimberly Gregory
Nastasia Levi
Bob Aloysius

Marce Simeon, Chairman
Dunia Morgan
Kimberly Gregory
Kathleen Hoffman
Bob Aloysius
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About Our Businesses
TKC AEROSPACE
TKC Aerospace (TKCA) employs a staff of logistics and
aerospace professionals who are highly experienced with
all aspects of aircraft acquisition, sustainment, contractor
logistics support, supply chain management, procurement,
systems and services/support operations.
Consistent with 2012, this year continued to present
financial challenges as TKCA continued to incur significant
expense in protecting trade secrets critical to the company’s
line of work. Despite these hurdles, TKCA continues to
fulfill its contracts and exceed customer expectations.
TKCA is based in Charleston, S.C., and a substantial
USAF contract is executed from this home office. This
team sources, acquires and sustains a broad range of ground
support equipment for the Air Force. The objective is to
improve war-fighter support while providing lower cost to
the government and ensuring continued utilization of small
business manufacturers.
The company also operates in Florida, where its primary
mission is to provide high quality, serviceable aerospace
ground equipment to the USAF at the test and evaluation
center for air-delivered weapons, navigation and guidance
systems, Command and Control (C2) systems and Air
Force Special Operations Command Systems. TKCA’s
Florida team consists of more than 15 employees who
average 26 years of experience.
TKCA also subcontracts with Rolls-Royce, the global
power systems company, to provide specific engine
management, planner/scheduler and documentation roles at
seven designated Air Force bases in the United States. This
five-year agreement is designed to improve efficiencies and
cost effectiveness for monitoring engine operational data. It
also includes asset tracking and management in support of
USAF airlift, as well as aerial refueling missions.

TUMEQ
Tumeq began operations on January 1, 2011. Based in
Charleston, S.C., Tumeq was established as a 100 percent
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holding company of TKC Development, Inc. (TKCD) to
provide business support and oversight for TKC Aerospace
(TKCA) and Suulutaaq, Inc. As of the end of 2013, Tumeq
now owns six business interests and also continues to
provide administrative support to Suulutaaq.
One of Tumeq’s primary purposes is to establish a business
portfolio diversification process to add new lines of
business to the TKC family of companies in order to better
distribute operating and market risks. In 2011, this included
establishing two subsidiary companies: Green Lighting
Group, LLC (GLG), which works with commercial,
industrial and government clients to create customized
energy-efficient lighting solutions, and Strategic Initial
Outfitting Transition Solutions, LLC (SIOTS), which
specializes in turnkey initial outfitting and transition
management (IO&T) services for government and
commercial customers. Tumeq also acquired a 100 percent
interest in Precision Air, Inc., a part 145 repair station
based in Manning, S.C., which focuses on commercial
aircraft composite repair.
Tumeq’s growth continued in 2012 with the formation
in April of Stony River Technologies, LLC. Stony River
specializes in the implementation of technologies critical
to supporting the post-personal computer era. In October
2013, Tumeq established Charleston Logistics, LLC to
further expand the portfolio’s aviation capabilities. The
addition of Charleston Logistics brings Tumeq’s total
holdings to six companies, for which Tumeq provides all
finance, accounting, contract administration, information
technology and human resources support. Although growth
in some of the start-up companies has been slower than
expected, all of the companies made positive strides in 2013
in positioning for future success.

SUULUTAAQ
Suulutaaq, Inc., with corporate headquarters in Anchorage
and major operations in northern California, executes major
civil construction projects for federal, state, municipal and
commercial clients. Suulutaaq focuses primarily on heavy
civil construction associated with flood control, levees and
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dams, stream channelization, river channel reconstruction,
habitat restoration and transportation projects. Suulutaaq
has the ability to self-perform multiple facets of a project to
access a wide range of subcontracting disciplines to provide
turnkey and design/build projects.
Suulutaaq partners with its clients to maximize project
efficiencies, incorporate client ideas, and engineer costeffective solutions. Clients are able to draw on team
members’ 100-plus years of combined experience and
extensive knowledge of design and construction to ensure a
well-managed project.
As a Small, Disadvantaged Business and as a certified
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise, Suulutaaq also
partners with large, international construction companies
to execute major federal and state projects. In these roles,
Suulutaaq provides such companies as Kiewit Construction
and Granite Construction quality services while assisting
them in meeting program requirements to utilize small,
disadvantaged businesses.
In California in 2013, Suulutaaq was the successful bidder
on a contract to upgrade the Mormon Island Auxiliary
Dam, an earthen dam at the Folsom Lake Dam Project
near Sacramento. Suulutaaq was awarded the $46 million
dollar contract by the US Bureau of Reclamation. The dam
currently stands at 100 feet tall, is almost a mile long, and
is 25 feet wide at the crest. When Suulutaaq completes the
10

dam reinforcements, we will have placed an estimated 1.7
million cubic yards of material, widening the crest of the
dam an estimated 80 feet. Anticipated completion date is
December of 2015.
Suulutaaq also is working to strengthen the main concrete
dam at Folsom Lake. In 2013, we were awarded almost
$9 million in subcontracts by Kiewit Construction under
their prime contract with the US Army Corps of Engineers
to perform material crushing, backfilling and related
services. The anticipated completion of that project work is
December 2016.
In Anchorage, Suulutaaq continued to provide personnel
support services for the Alaska National Guard, although
that contract expired early in 2014. In 2013, shareholders
were able to take advantage of the opportunity to work on
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
The current economy continues to make the construction
arena a very competitive environment. Accordingly,
Suulutaaq focuses on pursuing those opportunities that
fit the company’s niche and core competencies and our
geographic presence and experience in northern California
and the Pacific Northwest. In 2014 we are especially
focused on expanding our Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise status to enhance opportunities with our large
business partners in Oregon and Washington. Those
opportunities include the Columbia River Crossing Bridge

over the Columbia River and Sound Transit projects in the
Puget Sound area. This approach provides the company
with the highest probability of success. Suulutaaq continues
to analyze opportunities within and outside of Alaska to
determine the best use of its resources and looks forward to
maximizing our success in 2014.

KCGC
The Kuskokwim Community Growth Council, LLC (KCGC)
manages the service contract for ANVCA. The Alaska Native
Village CEO Association (ANVCA) was founded in 2007
to provide networking, support, training and advocacy to
Alaska Native village corporations and to share resources
for village success. ANVCA continues to grow on an annual
basis. Currently, there are 86 members, which consists of 66
village corporations, 20 affiliate corporations and nine of the
13 regional corporations.
ANVCA meets with Alaska’s delegation on a quarterly
basis to discuss issues that affect Alaska Natives including
the attacks on government contracting, ANVCA land
contamination and other issues, such as the lack of water and
sewer in rural Alaska.
In September of 2013, ANVCA took 25 Alaska Native
leaders along with two State of Alaska Representatives to
Washington D.C. to lobby on three different issues. ANVCA,

along with Native American Contractors Association
(NACA) held a reception at the Capitol.
Native leaders from around the state gathered at Anchorage’s
Dena’ina Civic and Convention Center Tuesday, April 1
and Wednesday, April 2 for the ANVCA 2014 Conference.
The annual event, now in its sixth year, brought together
key decision makers from Native village corporations
across Alaska, as well as experts in the fields of mining and
resource development, land management, and professional
development.
Special guest speakers included Sen. Lisa Murkowski, Sen.
Mark Begich, U.S. Rep. Don Young, and Anchorage Mayor
Dan Sullivan. Special presenters included representatives
from Afognak Native Corporation, Doyon Ltd., The Eyak
Corporation, and The Kuskokwim Corporation, as well as
financial institutions, law firms, the State of Alaska, and other
groups that represent and impact Alaska Native interests.
New this year, the conference featured lunchtime candidate
forums for Gubernatorial and Republican Senate candidates.
Senate candidates Dan Sullivan and Mead Treadwell
participated in a forum Tuesday, April 1. Gubernatorial
candidates Byron Mallott and Bill Walker were in a forum
Wednesday, April 2 at 12:15 p.m.
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KUSKOKWIM PROPERTIES
Kuskokwim Properties currently holds a majority interest
in seven apartment complexes in Anchorage and Soldotna.
The real estate portfolio is operated by our partner,
American Multiplex Properties. American Multiplex has 36
years of experience in the multifamily and commercial real
estate market.
The Kuskokwim Properties portfolio includes 207 units,
ranging in size from small studio apartments to luxury Kenai
River rentals. The Kuskokwim Properties portfolio had
revenues of $2M in 2013, an 11 percent increase over 2012.
Low vacancy rates and rent rate increases were the main drivers
behind the increase in revenue. The 2013 vacancy rate was 3
percent, beating the local market average of 3.5 percent.
Since its inception in 2008, The Kuskokwim Corporation
has received over $1.5 million in distributions from this
partnership.
In 2014, Kuskokwim Properties will work with
American Multiplex to identify properties for acquisition
that are both a good logistical fit and add significant value
to the portfolio.

12
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Subsidiary Organization

KUSKOKWIM
COMMUNITY
GROWTH CO., LLC

EIDE STREET, LLC
WEST MIDTOWN
GARDENS, LLC

RIVERHOME, LLC

WEST MIDTOWN
PLACE, LLC

WEST MIDTOWN
POINTE, LLC

KUSKOKWIM
PROPERTIES, LLC

NORTHERN LIGHTS
MANOR, LLC
WEST MIDTOWN
VILLAGE, LLC
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Stewards of the Land
TKC owns more than 950,000 acres of surface estate
in the middle Kuskokwim region of Alaska. Generally,
the surface estate to which the Corporation has title lies
along the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries from about
20 miles below the village of Lower Kalskag to 20 miles
above the village of Stony River. The Corporation manages
these lands for the benefit of all TKC shareholders. Calista
Corporation, the ANCSA regional corporation, owns the
rights to the subsurface estate of this land.
The TKC Board of Directors is committed to the
responsible development of TKC’s land and resources.
TKC regulates land use on our privately held lands through
a permit program and limits access to non-shareholders
during certain times of the year in order to provide more
opportunities for our shareholders.
TKC continues to lead the charge to address contamination
on ANCSA lands and advocates for action that will remedy
environmental contamination on lands conveyed to the
corporation.
TKC’s full board and five-member Land Committee utilize
an adaptive Land and Resource Management Plan as a
tool to manage the Corporation’s surface lands. The board
and committee are continuously monitoring and improving
TKC’s land policies, ensuring the effectiveness of the
current land plan and adapting to make improvements
when necessary. For example in 2013, the TKC board
approved our Forest Stewardship Plan that provides
guidance for the sustainable harvest of our timber resources.
TKC continued the partnership with the Native Village of
Napaimute to harvest timber on TKC lands.

14(C)(3) LAND CONVEYANCES
Under section 14(c)(3) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, TKC is obligated to reconvey certain lands
to our villages for community expansion purposes. The
Kuskokwim Corporation Board of Directors places a high
priority on finalizing these conveyances. This year, we have
achieved a number of accomplishments.
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TKC is proud to have worked with one of our villages, the
Native Village of Napaimute, to develop a unique model
of settlement with a combination of 14(c)(3) and a direct
transfer. By thinking outside the box and coming up with
this unique settlement model, we have been able to put
more land control directly into shareholders’ hands.
TKC has also worked in partnership with several of
our communities, collaborating with the city and tribal
governments in Upper Kalskag, Crooked Creek and
Sleetmute to continue progress on the 14(c)(3) process.
We have also had many successful meetings with
Sleetmute, where we are moving toward a 14(c)(3) and
direct transfer conveyance.

12(A)(B) SELECTIONS
Section 12 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA) of 1971, allocated certain lands to regional and
village corporations. Section 12(a) conveyed core townships
that are contiguous village specific lands. Section 12(b)
were general selections that could be conveyed anywhere
on TKC lands. Under ANCSA, TKC was allocated a
total of 852,480 acres of 12(a) and 56,960 acres of 12(b)
entitlements. These land selections were prioritized by
numbers from the full board of directors in 2001.
In 2013, TKC successfully negotiated and entered into
agreements with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
to accelerate the final conveyance of 12(a) entitlements for
lands owed to TKC near Georgetown and Chuathbaluk.
TKC also continued progress with BLM towards finalizing
the remaining 12(b) selection priorities. There are 4,150.54
acres of 12(a) and 2,574.20 acres of 12(b) selections yet to
be conveyed. TKC continues to work closely with staff at
BLM to finalize 12(a) and 12(b) in order to receive final
patent for remaining lands owed to TKC.

DONLIN GOLD PROSPECT
Donlin Gold, LLC, a Barrick/NovaGold company, is
proposing to develop an open pit, hardrock gold mine, 13
miles north of the village of Crooked Creek. TKC is the

surface owner of most of the lands included in the proposed
mine’s footprint. The plans include the development of a
12-inch natural gas pipeline that will provide a reliable
power source for the mine. TKC is currently negotiating
with the mine on a new agreement for the surface use.
Calista Corporation has a separate lease agreement for the
subsurface and mineral rights as well as some surface rights
to the site.
The Donlin Gold project is required under the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) to conduct an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The EIS process
will take several years to complete and involves multiple
steps. The process began with a series of community scoping
meetings in 35 communities identified that could be
impacted from the development of the mine. The meetings
were held from January to March 2013. Throughout the
scoping period, the scope of issues to be analyzed and

issues related to a proposed action, such as permitting the
mine are identified and determined. During the scoping
period, the public provided comments on the proposed
project. Scoping is followed by the development of a draft
EIS document that will include scientific review by the
cooperating agencies and will articulate project alternatives
and potential impacts. Public and agency comments on the
draft EIS will be collected and considered in the final EIS.
The process is completed with a Record of Decision. As
a project proponent, TKC is heavily involved in the EIS
process and continues to monitor progress.
While Donlin is still in the planning, permitting and
feasibility phases, TKC continues to work diligently on
finalizing a surface use agreement that maximizes benefits
for TKC shareholders through jobs and dividends while
minimizing environmental risks to our lands.
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Our Shareholders
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The Next Generation of Shareholders — Enroll Your Children
The Kuskokwim Corporation has over 3,400 shareholders
bound together by a rich cultural tradition. Our shareholders
consist primarily of Yupik Eskimos and Athabaskan Indians
who are residents or descendents of residents of ten villages
along the Kuskokwim River.

shareholders rights to TKC dividends, as well as voting
privileges. This new stock is known as Class B stock, and
unlike Class A stock, it cannot be inherited or gifted. When
a Class B shareholder passes away, his or her stock returns to
the corporation.

TKC was formed on April 25, 1977, when the ten Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) villages merged
to form a single unified corporation. At the time, there were
1,100 original shareholders holding Class A stock. In the years
since the merger that created TKC, our numbers have grown,
and at the end of the year 2013 The Kuskokwim Corporation
represented 3,492 active shareholders.

In 2008, the original 200,000 shares of Class B stock were
fully distributed and the board of directors voted to place an
additional stock option for shareholders to vote upon. At the
2010 Annual Meeting, shareholders approved the issuance of
an additional 200,000 shares.

In 1994, TKC’s shareholders acted to bring the next
generation into the corporation, voting to extend 200,000
shares to people born after 1971. This provided new

These new shares are currently being distributed to 2,000
individuals at 100 shares apiece. Descendents of current TKC
shareholders are eligible, and we encourage you to enroll your
children if they are not already enrolled.
17

Dividend Distribution

Outside AK – 10%

Shareholder Demographics
The majority of our shareholders live in
TKC villages, though this number has
been changing over the past decade as
shareholders move to other areas of the
state or country.

Missing – 3%
Anchorage – 22%

Other Rural – 30%

TKC Villages – 35%

TKC Villages
TKC shareholders living in the
region reside in a number of villages.

Upper Kalskag – 15%
Aniak – 35%

Stony River – 3%
Sleetmute – 6%
Red Devil – 1%

Lower Kalskag – 23%

Chuathbaluk – 8%
Crooked Creek – 9%

60 Plus – 8%
Under 18 – 36%

Shareholder Ages
TKC represents shareholders from every
generation. With the creation of new Class
B stock in 2010, the percentage of younger
shareholders continues to increase.

36 to 59 – 23%

18 to 35 – 33%
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2013

Congratulations!

Shareholder Award Winners

HEALTH AWARD

Rachel E. Konteh, Chuathbaluk
“I believe that Rachel deserves this award because
she is the only health aide in Chuathbaluk, and no
matter what, she always takes the best care of her
patients.”—Rebecca Nesbit, Aniak

EDUCATION AWARD

Julia F. Dorris, Upper Kalskag
“Julia Dorris keeps Eskimo dancing alive, teaches our
students, brings them out camping up river, and has
taught at the school for so many years. If it wasn’t for her,
our Eskimo songs would be gone and forgotten. I really
appreciate her doing a good job for our village.”
—Martha A. Evan, Upper Kalskag

HUMANITARIAN AWARD

Lizzie A. Alexie, Lower Kalskag
“Throughout the years, Lizzie Alexie has helped the people
in Kalskag who have had a death in the family. She helps
prepare food, stays behind during funerals to set up tables
for the feed afterward, and even does the majority of the
clean-up during and after the feeds. Never asking for
anything in return, she does all these good deeds from the
kindness of her heart!”—Evelyn Colley, Anchorage

NON-SHAREHOLDER AWARD

Debi Rubera, Stony River

“I try to help my students master academic goals while
holding tight to the rich heritage they must take with
them wherever they go. Recently, students traveled on
their first trip to the Lower 48, where they were graciously
hosted by the city of Santa Barbara. Students experienced
many firsts and became celebrities when they were
interviewed for the nightly news and newspapers.”
—Debi Rubera, Stony River
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The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation
The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation (KEF) offers
a general scholarship and specialized scholarships to
TKC shareholders and descendents of shareholders. KEF
consists of a five person board that oversees the scholarship
program, which awards funding for college education and
vocational training.

SUULUTAAQ SCHOLARSHIP FUND

MARY MORGAN WOLF
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The purpose of the Mary Morgan Wolf Memorial
Scholarship Fund is to honor her life by making a two- or
four-year scholarship available to a Native student from
the Middle Kuskokwim Region entering into a healthrelated field. Mary was a loving person who was, treasured
by all who knew her. She was able to overcome incredible
obstacles and pursue her dreams. She carried a saying in her
wallet from which we can all learn. It read, “I felt charity
enter into my soul and the need to forget myself and please
others: since then I have been happy.”

Congratulations to all our students for their outstanding
educational endeavors throughout the year, and the
commitments they have shown through education.
Graduating from high school is not the end of their
education but the beginning as they continue with higher
education to become prosperous leaders. KEF recipients
inspire our future students to continue with college or
vocational training after high school. Students who would
not have been able to continue their education were
able to with support from the Kuskokwim Educational
Foundation’s scholarship program. These scholarships are
funded by donations received from individuals, businesses
and corporate sponsors.

NICK MELLICK JR.
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND

LEO J MORGAN MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

The Nick (Nixe) Mellick Jr. Memorial Scholarship was
formed to honor Nixe. Throughout his life, he was a
bush pilot, fur trader, lodge owner, fishing guide, Native
leader, businessman and historian. He has been described
as particularly adept at walking in both the Native and
non-Native worlds. Nixe studied business at Bowling
Green University in Ohio. KEF honors his memory with
this scholarship to fund TKC region shareholders and
descendents in pursuit of their degree in business and other
related fields.

The Leo Morgan Memorial Scholarship Fund was
formed to honor Leo, one of TKC’s founding fathers and
a member of the board of directors beginning in 1979.
Leo looked for ways to provide training and educational
opportunities for our shareholders. He believed in our
people and encouraged us to follow our dreams and to
dream big, reminding us we’re capable of anything we set
our sights on. This scholarship provides funding for KEF
scholarship recipients pursuing degrees in leadership,
education and other related fields.

NATURAL RESOURCE EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

PALMETTO SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship was created by a donation from Barrick
Gold and is available to any TKC shareholder or
descendent who wishes to pursue a career in the mining,
industrial, or related fields.
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This scholarship is available to any TKC shareholder
or descendent who is pursuing a degree in construction
and other related fields. Upon completion, students will
be considered for any job openings with Suulutaaq, Inc.
Preference will be given to those with leadership abilities.

The Palmetto Scholarship was created by a generous
donation from Cheryl and Sam Boyle. Application is open
to any KEF scholarship recipient in recognition of the
close ties developed between TKC and the state of South
Carolina.
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KEF Scholarship Recipients

Pauline Boratko UAF-KuC Bethel Campus
Charlene Chamberlain University of Cincinnati
Janeeka Corbett University of Oklahoma
Tiana Gibbens University of Alaska Fairbanks
Samuel Guzauskas University of Alaska Anchorage
Charlene Hoffman Wayland Baptist University
Tiana Gibbens University of Alaska Fairbanks
Dave Guzauskas University of Alaska Anchorage
Samuel Guzauskas University of Alaska Anchorage
Charlene Hoffman Wayland Baptist University
Connor Hellings Arizona State University
Patricia Holmberg University of Alaska Anchorage
Janelle Huntington University of Alaska Anchorage
Harold Huntington University of Alaska Anchorage
Shelly Keene Fort Lewis College
Caleb Kristovich University of Idaho
Audrey Leary University of Alaska Anchorage
Shelly Keene Fort Lewis College
Caleb Kristovich North Idaho College
Audrey Leary University of Alaska Fairbanks
Megan Leary UAF-KuC Bethel Campus
Linda Marley Charter College
Trisha Morgan University of Alaska Anchorage
Bruce Morgan II Land & Sea Aviation
Leah Morgan-Carroll University of Alaska Anchorage
Ellen Parker University of Alaska Fairbanks
Raven Phillips Fort Lewis College
Shelbylee Simeon Alaska Career College
Julia Simeon Alaska Career College
Sarah Walker University of Alaska Fairbanks
Katya Wassillie University of Alaska Fairbanks
Halena White University of Alaska Anchorage
Charlene Wolf University of Alaska Anchorage
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Consolidated Financial Statements
The Kuskokwim Corporation And Subsidiaries
Consolidated Financial Statements
Years Ended December 31, 2013 And 2012
(With Independent Auditor’s Report Thereon)
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Independent Auditor’s Report
Consolidated Financial Statements:
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2013
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
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Consolidated Statements of Earnings and Comprehensive Income
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

In Memory Of
Arthur Simeon, I
Carolyn Nancy Sperry
Clarence Cutter, Sr.
Dakota Christopher Lang
Donny P Alexie
Elia HB Valka
George Urovak, Sr.
Harold Bahr
Harry Allain Morgan, Sr.
Kobe Paul Gregory
Malina Phillips
Marvara Zaukar
Mary L Hoover
Onessia Alexie
Paul Takumjenak
Racheal Wise
Robert F Hooper
Robert Kevin Gusty, Jr.
Rudy Paul One
Victor Gregory Soto
Virginia Ruby Pitka
William J Gregory

kuskokwim.com
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